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Abstract A new efficient interval partitioning approach to solve constrained global
optimization problems is proposed. This involves a new parallel subdivision direction selec-
tion method as well as an adaptive tree search. The latter explores nodes (intervals in variable
domains) using a restricted hybrid depth-first and best-first branching strategy. This hybrid
approach is also used for activating local search to identify feasible stationary points. The
new tree search management technique results in improved performance across standard
solution and computational indicators when compared to previously proposed techniques.
On the other hand, the new parallel subdivision direction selection rule detects infeasible and
suboptimal boxes earlier than existing rules, and this contributes to performance by enabling
earlier reliable deletion of such subintervals from the search space.
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1 Introduction

Many important real world problems can be expressed in terms of a set of nonlinear
constraints that restrict the real domain over which a given performance criterion is opti-
mized, that is, as a Constrained Optimization Problem (COP). A COP is defined by an
objective function, f (x1, . . . , xn) to be maximized over a set of variables, V = x1, . . . , xn ,
within respective intervals: Xi = [Xi , Xi ] for xi , i = 1, . . . , n, that are restricted by a set of
constraints represented as

gi (x1, . . . , xn) ≤ 0 i = 1, . . . , k,

hi (x1, . . . , xn) = 0 i = k + 1, . . . , r.

These constraints can be linear and nonlinear equations or inequalities. An optimal solution of
a COP is an element x∗ of the search space X = X1×· · ·× Xn , that meets all the constraints,
and whose objective function value, f (x∗) ∈ f (x) for all other consistent elements x ∈ X .

It is hard to tackle the general non-convex COP, and in general, traditional numeric algo-
rithms cannot guarantee global optimality and completeness in the sense that the solution
found might be only a local optimum. Here, we introduce an Interval Partitioning Algorithm
(IP) that subdivides the continuous domain over which the COP is defined and conducts
reliable assessment of the subdomains (boxes) while searching for the globally optimal solu-
tion. The reliability is meant in the sense that a box that has a potential to contain a global
optimizer point is never discarded. By principle, an interval partitioning method continues to
subdivide a given irrelevant box until either it turns out to be infeasible or suboptimal. Then,
the box is discarded by the feasibility or optimality cut-off tests. Otherwise it becomes a small
enclosure (by nested partitioning) which possibly contains a local stationary point. During the
partitioning process, an increasing number of solution candidates are identified by invoking a
local search procedure in promising boxes. Hence, similar to other interval and non-interval
B&B techniques, a local search procedure is utilized in IP to find x∗ in a given box. Here,
we use Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming, FSQP, as a local search method that has
convergence guarantee when started from a location nearby a stationary point.

Theoretically, IP has no difficulties in dealing with the COP; however, interval research
on the COP is relatively scarce when compared with bound constrained optimization. An
early reference is that of Robinson who used interval arithmetic to obtain bounds for the
solution of the COP [31]. Hansen and Sengupta [14] first used IP to solve the inequality
COP. A detailed discussion on interval techniques for the general COP with both inequality
and equality constraints is provided in Ratschek and Rokne [29] and Hansen [13], and some
numerical results using these techniques have been published later in [36]. Dallwig et al.
[9] proposed the software GLOPT for solving bound constrained optimization and the COP
and a new reduction technique was suggested. Kearfott presented GlobSol, which is an IP
software that is capable of solving bound constrained optimization problems and the COP
[16]. Markót [20] developed an IP for solving the COP with inequalities where new adaptive
multi-section rules and a new box selection criteria were presented [21].

Our contribution described in Sect. 2 to the generic IP lies in two features: a new adaptive
tree search method that can be used both in non-interval and interval B&B approaches, and
a new subdivision direction selection (branching) rule that can be used in interval methods.
This new branching rule aims at reducing the uncertainty degree in the feasibility regarding
the constraints over a given subdomain as well as the uncertainty in the box’s potential of
containing a global optimizer point. The new techniques are based on symbolic manipula-
tion of the expressions [6,23,24,28]. While in [6,28] nonlinear transformation was applied to
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simplify the objective function, in [23,24] the parsing of the computation tree was introduced
to have a good decision on the subdivision directions.

Our numerical experiments (in Sect. 4) show that the resulting IP is a viable method
for these problems. The results are compared with commercial software such as BARON,
MINOS, and other solvers interfaced with GAMS.

2 Interval partitioning algorithm for the COP

The set of compact intervals is denoted by I. Every interval X ∈ I is also denoted by [X , X ],
with the bounds of X = min X and X = max X . For every a ∈ R, the point interval [a, a]
is also denoted by a. The width of an interval X is the real number w(X) = X − X . Given
two real intervals X and Y , X is said to be tighter than Y if w(X) < w(Y ).

Elements of I
n are the boxes. Given X1, . . . , Xn ∈ I, the corresponding box X is the

Cartesian product of intervals, X = X1 × · · · × Xn , where X ∈ I
n . A subset of X , Y ⊆ X ,

is a subbox of X . The notion of width is defined as

w(X1 × · · · × Xn) = max
1≤i≤n

w(Xi ).

Interval arithmetic operations are set theoretic extensions of the corresponding real oper-
ations [1]. Given x, y ∈ I, and an operation ♦ ∈ {+,−,×,÷}, we have: X♦Y = {x♦y | x ∈
X , y ∈ Y }. Due to properties of monotonicity, these operations can be implemented by real
computations over the bounds of intervals. The associative law and commutativity hold for
these operations, but the distributive law does not hold (only a weaker law is true, subdis-
tributivity).

Interval arithmetic is particularly appropriate to represent inclusion of real quantities. The
range of a real function f over an interval X is denoted by f (X), and it can be computed by
interval extensions.

Definition 1 An inclusion function of a real function f : D f ⊂ Rn → R is a function
F : In → I such that ∀X ∈ I

n, X ∈ D f ⇒ f (X) = { f (x) | x ∈ X} ⊆ F(X).

This inclusion formula is the basis of what is called the fundamental theorem of interval
arithmetic: interval extensions always produce inclusion functions that enclose the range of
the corresponding real function. As a result, suppose that, for instance, you are looking for
a zero of a real function f over a domain D. If the evaluation of an interval extension of
f over D does not contain 0, it means that 0 was not part of the range of f over D. In a
proper computer implementation of interval extension based inclusion functions the outside
rounding must be made to have guaranteed reliability.

The most common interval extension is known as natural extension. This is obtained by
replacing each arithmetic operation and standard function found in the expression of a real
function with an enclosing interval operation. Natural extension functions are inclusion iso-
tone: given a real function f , whose natural extension is denoted by F , and two intervals X
and Y such that X ⊆ Y , the following holds: F(X) ⊆ F(Y ). For real operations this prop-
erty follows from their monotonicity. We denote the lower and upper bounds of the function
interval range over a given box Y by F(Y ) and F(Y ), respectively.

Here, it is assumed that for the studied COP, the natural interval extensions of f , g,
and h over X are defined. Furthermore it is assumed that, F (and similarly, G and H ) is
α-convergent over X , that is, there exist c, α > 0 such that w(F(Y ))−w( f (Y )) ≤ cw(Y )α

holds for all Y ⊆ X .
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An interval constraint is built from an atomic interval formula (interval function) and
relation symbols, whose semantics are extended to intervals as well. A constraint is defined
by its expression (atomic formula and relation symbol), its variables, and their domains. We
will consider that an interval constraint has interval variables (variables that take interval
values), and that each associated domain is an interval.

The main feature of interval constraints is that if its solution set is empty, it has no solution
over a given box Y then it follows that the solution set of the COP is also empty and the
box Y can be reliably discarded. Suppose the objective function value of a feasible solution
is known as the Current Lower Bound, CLB. Then, similar to infeasible boxes, suboptimal
boxes can be discarded as follows. If the upper bound of the objective function range over
a given box Y is less than CLB, then Y can be discarded since it cannot contain a better
solution than the CLB.

Below we formally provide the conditions when a given box Y can be discarded reli-
ably, based on the ranges of interval constraints and the objective function. In a partitioning
algorithm, each box Y is assessed for its optimality and feasibility status by calculating the
inclusions F , G, and H over the domain of Y .

Definition 2 (Cut off test based on optimality:) If F(Y ) < C L B, then the box Y is called a
suboptimal box.

Definition 3 (Cut off test based on feasibility:) If Gi (Y ) > 0, or 0 /∈ Hi (Y ) for any i , then
box Y is called an infeasible box.

Definition 4 If F(Y ) ≤ C L B, and F(Y ) ≥ C L B, then Y is called an indeterminate box
with regard to optimality. Such a box holds the potential of containing x∗ if it is not an
infeasible box.

Definition 5 If (Gi (Y ) < 0, and Gi (Y ) > 0), or (0 ∈ Hi (Y ) 
= 0) for some i , and other con-
straints are consistent over Y , then Y is called an indeterminate box with regard to feasibility
and it holds the potential of containing x∗ if it is not a suboptimal box.

Definition 6 The degree of uncertainty of an indeterminate box with respect to optimality is
defined as: P F(Y ) = F(Y )− C L B.

Definition 7 The degree of uncertainty, PGi (Y ) (P Hi (Y )) of an indeterminate inequality
(equality) constraint with regard to feasibility is as: PGi (Y ) = Gi (Y ), and P Hi (Y ) =
Hi (Y )+ |Hi (Y )|.
Definition 8 The total feasibility uncertainty degree of a box, I N F(Y ), is the sum of uncer-
tainty degrees of equalities and inequalities that are indeterminate over Y .

The new subdivision direction selection rule (Interval Inference Rule, IIR) targets an
immediate reduction in I N F(Y ) and P F(Y ) and chooses the respective variables to bisect a
given parent box. The IP described in the following section uses the feasibility and optimality
cut-off tests in discarding boxes and applies the new rule IIR in partitioning boxes.

2.1 Interval partitioning algorithm

IP is an algorithm that subdivides indeterminate boxes to reduce I N F(Y ) and P F(Y ) by
nested partitioning. The contraction and α-convergence properties enable this. The reduction
in the uncertainty levels of boxes finally lead to their elimination due to suboptimality or
infeasibility while helping IP in ranking the remaining boxes in a better way.
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Algorithm 1 Interval partitioning procedure
1. Step 0. Set the initial box Y = X and the list of indeterminate boxes, B = {Y }.
2. Step 1. If B = ∅, or if the number of function calls or CPU time reaches a given limit, then STOP.

Else, select the first box, Y in B and remove it from the list.
If Y is infeasible or suboptimal, go to Step 1.
If Y is sufficiently small in width, evaluate m, its mid-point, and if it is a feasible improving solution, update
CLB, and go to Step 1.

3. Step 2. Select coordinate directions to partition (Use the subdivision direction selection rule IIR). Set v to
the number of coordinates to subdivide.

4. Step 3. Partition Y into 2v non-overlapping child boxes and add them to B. Go to Step 1.

A box that has no uncertainty with regard to feasibility after nested partitioning still has
uncertainty with regard to optimality unless it is proven that it is suboptimal. The convergence
rate of IP might be slow if we require nested partitioning to reduce a box to a point interval
that is the global optimizer point. Hence, since a box with a high P F(Y ) is promising that it
may contain a global optimizer, we use a local search procedure that can identify stationary
points in such boxes.

Usually, IP continues to subdivide available indeterminate and feasible boxes until either
they are all deleted or interval sizes of all variables in existing boxes are less than a given
tolerance. Such boxes may contain a global optimizer point. Termination can also be forced
by limiting the number of function evaluations and/or CPU time. Here, we choose to termi-
nate IP when the number of function calls not counting those of the local search procedure
reaches a given limit or when the CPU time exceeds a maximal allowed value. Algorithm 1
is a generic IP algorithm without calls to local search.

We now describe our new IP that has a flexible stage-wise tree management feature. This
stage-wise search tree applies the best-first box selection rule within a restricted subtree (to
economize memory usage), meanwhile it invokes local search in a set of boxes.

The tree management system in the proposed IP maintains a stage-wise branching scheme
that is conceptually similar to the iterative deepening approach [19]. The iterative deepening
approach explores all nodes generated at a given search tree level (stage) before it starts
assessing the nodes at the next stage. Exploration of boxes at the same stage can be done in
any order, the sweep may start e.g. from best-first box of that stage. On the other hand, in
the proposed adaptive tree management system, a node (parent box) at the current stage is
permitted to grow a subtree forming partial succeeding tree levels and to explore nodes in
this subtree before exhausting the nodes at the current stage.

If a feasible solution (and CLB) is not identified yet, boxes in the subtree are ranked
according to descending I N F(Y ) values, otherwise they are ranked in descending order of
F(Y ). A box is selected among the children of the same parent according to either box selec-
tion criterion, and the child box is partitioned again continuing to build the same subtree.
This subtree grows until the Total Area Deleted (TAD) by discarding boxes fails to improve
in two consecutive partitioning iterations in this subtree. Such failure triggers a call to local
search where all boxes not previously subject to local search are processed by the procedure
Feasible Sequential Quadratic Programming (FSQP, [38]), after which they are placed back
in the list of pending boxes and exploration is resumed among the nodes at the current stage.
If a feasible solution with a better objective function value is found by FSQP the CLB is
updated and the solution is stored.

The above adaptive tree management scheme maintains two lists of boxes, Bs and Bs+1

that are the lists of boxes to be explored at the current stage s and the next stage s+1, respec-
tively. Initially, the set of indeterminate or feasible boxes in the pending list Bs consists only
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Algorithm 2 Interval partitioning with adaptive tree management
1. Step 0. Set tree stage, s = 1. Set future stage, r = 1. Set non-improvement counter for TAD: nc = 0. Set

Bs = {X}, and Bs+1 = ∅.
2. Step 1. If the number of function evaluations or CPU time reaches the given limit, or, both Bs = ∅ and

Bs+1 = ∅, then STOP.
Else, if Bs = ∅ and Bs+1 
= ∅, then set s ← s + 1, set r ← s, and continue. Select the first box Y in Bs
and remove it from Bs .
1.1 If Y is infeasible or suboptimal, go to Step 1.
1.2 Else if Y is sufficiently small, evaluate m, its mid-point, and if it is a feasible improving solution, update
CLB, reset nc← 0, and store m. Go to Step 1.

3. Step 2. Select variable(s) to partition (use the subdivision direction selection rule IIR). Set v equal to the
number of variables to partition.

4. Step 3. Partition Y into 2v non-overlapping child boxes. Check TAD, if it improves, then reset nc ← 0,
else set nc← nc + 1.

5. Step 4. Add the 2v boxes to Br .
4.1. If nc > 2, apply FSQP to all (previously unprocessed by FSQP) boxes in Bs and Bs+1, reset nc← 0.
If FSQP is called for the first time in stage s, then set r ← s + 1.
4.2. Go to Step 1.

of X and Bs+1 is empty. As child boxes are added to a selected parent box, they are ordered
according to the current criterion. Boxes in the subtree stemming from the selected parent at
the current stage are explored and partitioned until there is no improvement in TAD in two
consecutive partitioning iterations.

At that point, partitioning of the selected parent box is stopped and all boxes that have
not been processed by local search are sent to the FSQP module and processed to identify
feasible and improving point solutions if FSQP is successful in doing so. It should be noted
that, whether or not FSQP fails to find an improving solution, IP will continue to partition
the box since it passes both cutoff tests as long as it has a potential to contain an improving
solution. Finally, the algorithm encloses potential improving solutions in sufficiently small
boxes if FSQP can identify them. Thus, FSQP acts as a catalyst that occasionally scans larger
boxes to identify improving solutions at the earlier stages of the search. From that moment,
child boxes generated from any other selected parent in Bs are stored in Bs+1 irrespective of
further calls to FSQP in the current stage. When all boxes in Bs have been assessed (discarded
or partitioned), the search moves to the next stage, s+ 1, starting to explore the boxes stored
in Bs+1.

In this manner, less boxes (those in the current stage) are maintained in memory and the
search is allowed to go down to deeper levels within the same stage, increasing the chances
to discard boxes. On the other hand, by enabling the search to also explore boxes horizontally
across at the current stage, it might be possible to find feasible improving solutions faster
by not partitioning parent boxes that are not so promising (because we are able to observe a
larger number of boxes).

The tree continues to grow in this manner taking the list of boxes of the next stage after
the current stage’s list of boxes is exhausted. The algorithm stops either when there are no
boxes remained in Bs and Bs+1 or when there is no improvement in CLB as compared with
the previous stage. The proposed IP algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. The adaptive tree
management system in IP is illustrated in [25].

2.2 A new subdivision direction selection rule for IP

The order in which variable domains are partitioned has an impact on the convergence rate
of IP. In general, variable selection is made according to widest coordinate direction rule or
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largest function rate of change in the box. Here, we develop a new numerical subdivision
direction selection rule, Interval Inference Rule (IIR), to improve IP’s convergence rate by
partitioning in parallel, those variable domains that reduce P F(Y ) and I N F(Y ) in imme-
diate child boxes. Hence, new boxes are formed with an appropriate partitioning sequence
resulting in decreased uncertainty caused by the overestimation in the indeterminate objective
function range and constraint ranges.

Before IIR is applied, the objective f and each constraint gi and h j are interpreted as
binary trees that represent recursive subexpressions hierarchically. Such binary trees enable
interval propagation over all subexpressions of the constraints and the objective function
[3]. Interval propagation and function trees are used by [15] in improving interval Newton
approach by decomposition and variable expansion, by [34] in automated problem reformu-
lation, by [32] and by [35] where feasibility based range reduction is achieved by tightening
variable bounds.

After interval propagation is carried out over the subexpressions in a binary tree, IIR tra-
verses this tree to label its nodes so as to identify the pair of variables (source variables) that
are most influential on the constraint’s or the objective’s uncertainty degree. The presented
interval subdivision direction selection rule is an alternative of earlier rules as those published
in [4,8,30]. This pair of variables is identified for each constraint and the objective function,
and placed in the pool of variables whose domains will be possibly partitioned in the next
iteration. We make sure that the pool at least contains the source variables for the objective
function and therefore, the number of variables to be bisected in parallel is at least two. The
total pool resulting from the traversal of f , g and h is screened and its size is reduced by
allocating weights to variables and re-assessing them.

Before the labeling process IIR-Tree can be applied on a constraint expression, it has to be
parsed and intervals have to be propagated through all subexpression levels. This is achieved
by calling an interval library at each subexpression level of the binary tree from bottom to
top starting from atomic levels (variables or constants).

A binary tree representing a constraint is built as follows. Leaves of the binary tree are
atomic elements, i.e. they are either variables or constants. All other nodes represent binary
expressions of the form (Left � Right). A binary operator “�” is an arithmetic operator
(·,+,−,÷) having two branches (“Left” and “Right”) that are themselves recursive binary
subtrees. However, mathematical functions such as ln, exp, sin, etc. are unary operators.
For these the argument of the function is always placed in the “Left” branch. For a detailed
example see [24].

When the number of constraints is large, there might be a large set of variables resulting from
the application of IIR-Tree to the objective function and each constraint. Here, we develop
a priority allocation scheme to narrow down the set of variables (selected by IIR-Tree) to be
partitioned in parallel. In this approach, all variable pairs identified by IIR-Tree are merged
into a single set Z . Then, a weight w j is assigned to each variable x j ∈ Z and the average w is
calculated. The final set of variables to be partitioned is composed of the two source variables
of f and all other source variables x j ∈ Z with w j > w belonging to the constraints.

The weight w j is defined as a function of several criteria: PGi (Y ) (or P Hi
Y ) of constraint

gi (or hi ), for which x j is identified as a source variable; the number of times x j exists in the
expression of gi ; and the total number of multiplicative terms in which x j is involved within
gi . Furthermore, the existence of x j in a trigonometric and/or even power subexpression in
gi is included in w j by inserting corresponding flag variables. When a variable x j is a source
variable to more than one constraint, the weight calculated for each such constraint is added
to result in a total weight w j defined as
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∑

i∈I C j

(P F(Y )i/P Hmax + PG(Y )i/PGmax + e ji/e j,max + a ji/a j,max + t j i + p ji )/5

where I C j : set of indeterminate constraints (over Y ) where x j is a source variable, T I C :
total set of indeterminate constraints, P Hmax : max

i∈T I C
{P Hi (Y )}, PGmax : max

i∈T I C
{PGi (Y )}, e ji :

number of times x j exists in the constraint number i ∈ I C j , e j,max : max
i∈I Cj
{e ji }, a ji : number

of multiplicative terms x j is involved in constraint i ∈ I Cj , a j,max : max
i∈I C j
{a ji }, t j i : binary

parameter indicating that x j exists in a trigonometric expression in the constraint number
i ∈ I C j , p ji : binary parameter indicating that x j exists in an even power or abs expression
in the constraint number i ∈ I C j .

This weighting method is illustrated on a collection of constraints that consists of 3 con-
straints involving 4 variables. The three constraints are given in Eqs. 1–3 below. Variable
domains are X1 = [−2.0, 4.0], X2 = [0.0, 10.0], X3 = [−2.0, 1.0], and X4 = [−10.0, 0.0].

1− (10x1 + 6x1x2 − 6x3x4) = 0 (1)

6(x1x4)+ 6(x2x3)− 10x3 − 4 = 0 (2)

sin(x1x2) cos(x2
1 − x2)+ (x1x4) = 0 (3)

In Table 1 we provide a summary of symbolic characteristics for each variable in each
constraint. Here T I C is the set of three constraints. The variable weights w j are calculated
using the values of box- and constraint-related parameters given in Table 1. The pairs of
maximum impact variables found are (x1, x2), (x1, x4), and (x1, x4) for the first, second and
third constraints, respectively. The set Z is {x1, x2, x4}. A sample weight calculation for x1

in the first constraint is given as
( 600

600 + 2
3 + 1

3 + 0
1 + 0

1

)
/5 = 0.4. The weight calculations

are summarized in Table 2.
Consequently, the pair (x1, x4) is selected for re-partitioning. This results in 3 child boxes

whose total I N F(Y ) is indicated by bold face in the Table 3. One child box is found to
be infeasible and discarded. For comparison purpose, we also show the total I N F(Y ) for
child boxes that would result from re-partitioning other pairs of variables. It is observed that
I N F(Y ) is the least for the pair (x1, x4).

Table 1 Inputs for calculating variable weights

Constraint no. x j e ji a ji p ji t j i [Hi (Y ), Hi (Y )] P Hi
Y

Constraint 1 x1 2 1 0 0
x2 1 1 0 0 [−339, 261] 339+ 261 = 600
x3 1 1 0 0
x4 1 1 0 0

Constraint 2 x1 1 1 0 0
x2 1 1 0 0 [−374, 196] 374+ 196 = 570
x3 2 1 0 0
x4 1 1 0 0

Constraint 3 x1 3 3 1 1
x2 2 2 0 1 [−41, 21] 41+ 21 = 62
x3 0 0 0 0
x4 1 1 0 0
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Table 2 A summary of the calculation of weights for source variables

Variable Weight in
constraint no. 1

Weight in
constraint no. 2

Weight in
constraint no. 3

Total variable
weight (w j )

x1 0.4 0.32 0.82 1.54
x2 0.4 0.59 0.42 1.41
x4 0.6 0.59 0.42 1.61

Table 3 Total I N F(Y ) of child boxes resulting from partitioning different pairs of variables

Selected variables (x1, x4) (x1, x2) (x1, x3) (x2, x3) (x2, x4) (x3, x4)

Total I N F(Y ) of child boxes 2141 3088 2758 3786 3778 3728

3 Theoretical results

The inclusion functions applied are obtained by natural interval extension. Hence the inclu-
sion functions have the usual properties [1,29]: they are zero convergent (limi→∞w(Xi ) = 0
implies limi→∞w(F(Xi )) = 0), inclusion isotone, and α-convergent for α = 1. The parsing
is used only to determine the subdivision directions. The decrease in the inclusion function
widths achieved within a single subdivision step will be characterized. Only such argument
intervals are investigated that have positive width component intervals. The multiplication
by the interval [0, 0] is excluded from the forthcoming consideration. We have proven the
following four lemmas in [24].

Lemma 1 Let the operator � at any level k of a binary tree be the m-th power (m is even)
or the absolute value, and let �k = Lk = 0. Further, let Lk+1 < 0. Then, IIR may not able
to identify �k+1.

Lemma 2 Let trig denote any trigonometric function. Define maxtrig and mintrig as the
maximum and the minimum values trig can take during one complete cycle. Further, let the

operator at any level k of a binary tree be � = trig, and maxtrig ∈ [Lk, L
k] ⋃ {−∞,∞}

or mintrig ∈ [Lk, L
k] ⋃ {−∞,∞}. Then, IIR may not be able to identify �k+1.

Lemma 3 Suppose the interval operator at a given level k is � = ‘×’, and Lk+1, Rk+1 < 0,

L
k+1

, R
k+1

> 0 |Lk+1| = R
k+1

, and |Rk+1| = L
k+1

. Then, IIR may not be able to label a
bound in the right or left subtrees at the level k + 1.

Lemma 4 For expressions excluding the ambiguous subexpressions indicated in Lemmas
1–3, IIR identifies the correct couple of bounds at level k+1 that result exactly in �k at level k.

Theorem 1 below states that unless ambiguous subexpressions indicated in Lemmas 1–3 exist
in a constraint expression or in the objective function f , the partitioning of a parent box Y
along a source variable identified by IIR guarantees an immediate reduction in the labeled
bound of gi , hi , or f . Hence, a reduction will happen in the degrees of uncertainty (PGi (Y ),
P Hi (Y ), or P F(Y )) for at least one immediate child box.

Theorem 1 Suppose that a given constraint gi (x) or hi (x), or an objective function f does
not contain the subexpression types indicated in Lemmas1–3. Assume further that all interval
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components of Y have a positive width and that multiplication by the interval [0, 0] is not
allowed. Let Y be a parent box that is partitioned by at least one source variable identified
by IIR. Then, PGi (St ) < PGi (Y ), P Hi (St ) < P Hi (Y ), or P F(St ) < P F(Y ) for at least
one child St of Y .

Proof Consider the evaluation of Gi (Y ), the cases of the other inclusion functions can be
proven similarly. We show that there is an immediate guaranteed reduction in the uncertainty
degrees of three children St , t = 1, . . . , 3, assuming that there are two source variables, xr ,
xm identified by IIR for the box Y and for gi (x). We define S1, S2, S3, and S4 as four subboxes
produced by the parallel bisection along these source variables. We denote the component
intervals belonging to xr , xm and box Y as: Yr = [Y r , Y r ] and Ym = [Y m, Y m], respectively.
Variable domains in a given child are denoted by Y S

j , j = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then Y S
j = Y j ,

∀ j 
= r, m. In Table 4, The r and m coordinate components of the child domains are listed.
Assume that Y r and Y m was identified as the source bounds most contributing to Gi (Y ).

The proof is similar for any other pair of bounds. Below we show that PGi (St ) < PGi (Y )

for the children St = S1, S2, and S3, and that PGi (S4) = PGi (Y ).
Case S1: obviously S1 ⊆ Y . Then, by inclusion isotonicity, w(Gi (S1)) ≤ w(Gi (Y ))) and

Gi (S1) ≤ Gi (Y )). Further, since S1,r 
= Y r and S1,m 
= Y m , then Gi (S1) 
= Gi (Y ) due to
the fact that Y r and Y m are the source bounds most contributing to Gi (Y ). This is the point
where we utilize the assumptions that all interval components have a positive width and that
multiplication by the interval [0, 0] is not allowed.

From the above, Gi (S1) < Gi (Y ) holds as strict inequality which leads to PGi (S1) <

PGi (Y ). One can show by similar reasoning that PGi (S2) < PGi (Y ) and PGi (S3) <

PGi (Y ). However, PGi (S4) = PGi (Y ), because S4,r = Y r and S4,m = Y m .
The above reasoning is applicable to all bound combinations of contributing source bounds

not only for the (Sr , Sm) pair. In each case, three of the children result in reduced PGi (St )

values. When only one source variable is partitioned, the Y r and Y m are the most contributing
source bounds to Gi (Y ) and two children boxes are obtained, then S1 is guaranteed to have
reduced PGi value compared to that of Y . ��

Based on Theorem 1, we now describe supporting rules that are applied by IIR in case
labeling ambiguities described in the Lemmas are in the expressions. For subexpressions of
the type indicated in Lemma 1 at level k of a binary tree (with �k = Lk = 0 and with such
an interval bound at level k + 1, that Lk+1 < 0) set the bound labeling rule to be applied by
IIR at level k+1 such that �k+1 = Lk+1. That is, Lk+1 is targeted, and hence this ambiguity
will be reduced as Theorem 1 proves for other targets. As a consequence, this rule indirectly
supports IIR’s reduction of I N F(Y ) or P F(Y ).

Assume now that there exist a trigonometric type subexpression at level k of a binary tree

with maxtrig ∈ [Lk, L
k] or mintrig ∈ [Lk, L

k]. Set the bound labeling rule to be applied

by IIR at level k + 1 such that �k+1 = max {|Lk+1|, |Lk+1|}. The ambiguity at level k

Table 4 Component intervals
Y S

r and Y S
m for the subboxes

discussed in the proof of
Theorem 1

Subbox Y S
r Y S

m

S1 [Y r , Y r + w(Yr )/2] [Y m , Y m + w(Ym )/2]
S2 [Y r + w(Yr )/2, Y r ] [Y m , Y m + w(Ym )/2]
S3 [Y r , Y r + w(Yr )/2] [Y m + w(Ym )/2, Y m ]
S4 [Y r + w(Yr )/2, Y r ] [Y m + w(Ym )/2, Y m ]
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is resolved more and more in forthcoming partitioning iterations when [Lk, L
k] excludes

maxtrig or mintrig.
For the exceptional case handled in Lemma 3, it is the same which of the two fitting pairs of

bounds is selected, the targeted value can occur only in one of its subintervals. These auxiliary
rules allow us to handle also expressions involving the problematic operations characterized
in Lemmas 1–3. The statements of this section provide only hints that the new direction
selection rules can improve the efficiency of the IP algorithm. An extensive computational
testing can tell more on that.

4 Numerical tests

We have completed some numerical experiments with IP. First, we compare the performance
of different variable selection rules (Rule A, Rule C) from the literature applicable for our
IIR too. We also compare the adaptive tree management approach with two conventional
tree management approaches: worst-first (we aim at discarding boxes as soon as possible)
and depth-first. All three rules and the three tree management techniques are embedded in IP
that uses FSQP. We also compare two box ranking approaches, the one with the swap among
two criteria (maximal infeasibility I N F(Y ) and maximal box upper bound on the objective
function F(Y )) and a penalty approach that combines infeasibility with f , namely maximal
upper bound of augmented f .

Thus, we shall measure the effectiveness of the method’s different features on perfor-
mance. In order to have a proper background for comparison, we considered the results of
five solvers that are linked to the commercial software GAMS and a stand-alone one, FSQP
[38] whose code has been provided by AEM (see http://www.aemdesign.com/FSQPmanyobj.
htm). The solvers used in this comparison are BARON 7.0 [32], Conopt 3.0 [10], LGO 1.0
[26], MINOS 5.5 [22], Snopt 5.3.4 [12] and FSQP. We allow every solver to complete its run
without imposing additional stopping criteria except the limit on CPU time.

4.1 Experimental environment

We made our extensive numerical experiments on a set of 60 COP benchmarks, five of them
involving trigonometric functions. Most of these test problems are extracted from the COCO-
NUT benchmark library [5] and that of the Princetonlib [27]. These problems are listed in the
Table 5 with the number of dimensions, number of linear and nonlinear inequalities and equal-
ities. While executing IP, we allow at most 2,000 times (the number of variables + the number
of constraints) function calls carried out in addition to FSQP calls. The number of iterations
allowed for FSQP is limited to 100. We also restrict IP’s run time by 900 s (i.e. by 2.827
Standard Time Units as defined in [33]). One STU is equivalent to 318.369 s on our machine.
All runs were executed on a PC with 256 MB RAM, 1.7 GHz P4 Intel CPU. The IP was coded
in C++ interfaced with the PROFIL interval arithmetic library [18]. In order to illustrate the
impacts of IP’s individual features (the swapping double box ranking criteria, the adaptive
tree search scheme and the branching rule IIR), we compared the following IP variants:

(i) IP with Widest Variable Rule (Rule A [7,8]); IP with Rule C (also called maximum
smear, [7,17]); IP with IIR;

(ii) IP with depth-first tree search approach; IP with the best-first tree search approach
where box ranking is the same as that of adaptive tree approach; IP with adaptive tree
management technique;
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Table 5 List of COP benchmarks used in the experiments: problem data and references

Problem D, NE, LE, NIE, LIE Source Problem D, NE, LE, NIE, LIE Source

Aircraftb 18, 5, 5, 0, 0 [5] Hs053 5, 0, 3, 0, 0 [5]
Avgasb 8, 0, 0, 10, 0 [27] Hs056 7, 4, 0, 0, 0 [5]
Alkyl 14, 6, 1, 0, 0 [5] Hs407 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5]
Bt4 3, 1, 1, 0, 0 [5] Hs108 9, 0, 0, 12, 0 [5]
Bt8 5, 2, 0, 0, 0 [5] Hs080 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5]
Bt12 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5] Hs043 4, 0, 0, 3, 0 [5]
Bt11 5, 2, 1, 0, 0 [5] Hs116 13, 0, 0, 10, 5 [5]
Bt7 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5] Himmel11 9, 3, 0, 0, 1 [5]
Dispatch 4, 1, 0, 0, 1 [5] Immum 21, 0, 7, 0, 0 [5]
Dipigri 7, 0, 0, 4, 0 [5] Lootsma 3, 0, 0, 2, 0 [5]
Degenlpa 20, 0, 14, 0, 0 [5] Lewispol 6, 6, 3, 0 ,0 [5]
Degenlpb 20, 0, 15, 0, 0 [5] Mwright 5, 3, 0, 0 ,0 [5]
Eigminc 22, 22, 0, 0, 0 [5] Mhw4d 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5]
Ex5_2_4 7, 0, 1, 3, 2 [5] Madsen 3, 0, 0, 6 ,0 [5]
Ex9_1_4 10, 4, 5, 0, 0 [5] Minmaxrb 3, 0, 0, 2, 2 [5]
Ex8_4_2 24, 10, 0, 0, 0 [5] Median_scop_vareps 5, 0, 0, 3, 0 [5]
Ex9_2_5 7, 3, 4, 0, 0, 0 [5] Matrix2 6, 0, 0, 2, 0 [5]
Ex14_1_5 6, 0, 4, 2, 0 [5] Mistake 9, 0, 0, 12, 0 [5]
Ex9_2_6 16, 6, 6, 0, 0 [5] O32 5, 0, 0, 6, 0 [5]
Ex9_2_7 10, 4, 5, 0, 0 [5] Pgon 12, 0, 0, 15, 5 [5]
Ex9_1_2 10, 4, 5, 0, 0 [5] Robot 14, 2, 0, 0, 0 [5]
Ex2_1_9 10, 0, 1, 0, 0 [5] Rk23 17, 7, 4, 0, 0 [5]
Ex2_1_3 13, 0, 0, 0, 9 [5] S381 13, 0, 1, 0, 3 [27]
Ex8_4_1 22, 10, 0, 0, 0 [5] S355 8, 5, 0, 0, 0 [27]
Ex8_4_5 15, 11, 0, 0, 0 [5] S336 3, 1, 1, 0, 0 [27]
F_e 7, 0, 0, 3, 4 [11] S262 4, 0, 1, 0, 3 [27]
Fermat_scop_vareps 5, 0, 0, 3, 0 [27] S203 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [27]
Fp_2_1 6, 0, 0, 1, 1 [11] Springs_nonconvex 32, 0, 0, 10, 0 [27]
Genhs28 10, 0, 8, 0, 0 [5] Steifold 4, 3, 0, 0, 0 [2]
Hs087 11, 4, 2, 0, 0 [5] Sample 4, 0, 0, 2, 0 [27]
Hs108 9, 0, 0, 12, 0 [5] Hs080 5, 3, 0, 0, 0 [5]

Dimension is denoted by D; NE, the number of nonlinear equations; LE, the number of linear equations; NIE,
the nonlinear inequalities; and the number of linear inequalities is LIE

(iii) IP with box ranking according to maximum F(Y ) augmented with penalty, (F(Y )−
I N F(Y )2, described in [37]); and IP with the double swapping criteria (max I N F(Y )/

max F(Y )) box ranking approach. We name the proposed double criteria approach also
the no penalty approach.

The first set of IP variants listed above enable us to measure the impact of the branching
rule, IIR against rules established in the interval literature. The second set of variants enable
the comparison of the adaptive tree search management approach against classical tree man-
agement techniques. The third set of variants enable the comparison of the swapping double
criteria box ranking method against the static penalty method. We run all three branching
rules (Rule A, Rule C, and IIR) both with the augmented F(Y ) box selection approach and
the proposed swapping criterion approach. All these runs used the three tree management
approaches (depth-first, best-first, and adaptive). However, the depth-first approach does not
require box ranking by default, hence, we have 15 different IP combinations (runs) for each
test problem.
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4.2 Results

We measured the performance of each IP variant on all benchmarks in terms of the following
performance indicators: the average absolute deviation from the global optimum (abbrevi-
ated in the tables as DfO) over all 55 plus 5 benchmarks obtained within the allowed CPU
time limit, the average CPU time in STUs, the average number of tree stages where IP stops
(NoS), the average number of times FSQP is invoked (NoL), the average number of function
calls invoked outside FSQP (NoF), the number of best solutions obtained (NoB) and the
number of problems where a feasible solution could not be obtained (number of unsolved
problems within the CPU time limit, NoU). We provide two summaries of results: one for the
55 non-trigonometrical problems and one for the 5 trigonometric ones. The reason for this
division is that BARON is not able to solve trigonometric models. The numerical results are
provided in Tables 6 and 7 for non-trigonometric and trigonometric problems, respectively.

When we compare the three tree management schemes for IP in Table 6, we observe that
the overall best deviations from the optimum are obtained by IIR-adaptive tree management
scheme under the no penalty box ranking scheme. This observation is also confirmed by the
fact that all three rules in this configuration have the lowest number of problems where IP
did not converge to a feasible solution. The performance of the widest side rule (Rule A) is
close to that of IIR under adaptive tree management scheme in the no penalty box ranking
approach. Rule A performs best only under best-first/no penalty box ranking configuration. In
other configurations Rule A is inferior to IIR. Rule C (maximum smear) is usually the worst
performing rule under all configurations except for the depth-first approach where it is close
to IIR. In summary, best results are obtained by the IIR—adaptive—no penalty and the Rule

Table 6 Summary of results obtained on 55 non-trigonometric COP benchmarks

Method DfO STU NoS NoL NoF NoB NoU

IP adaptive, no penalty IIR 0.55 0.317 4.84 1,502 28,703 44 0
Rule A 0.61 0.341 5.82 1,311 27,542 43 0
Rule C 8.44 0.564 4.17 3,132 28,146 33 6

IP adaptive, penalty IIR 0.92 0.421 4.98 1,382 25,831 41 2
Rule A 2.27 0.458 5.89 1,272 29,824 39 1
Rule C 7.70 0.607 4.32 2,498 27,896 35 5

IP best first, no penalty IIR 1.83 1.656 861 19,402 39 3
Rule A 0.58 1.791 894 22,604 41 2
Rule C 3.87 2.467 985 11,589 30 12

IP best first, penalty IIR 0.79 1.847 854 16,654 38 5
Rule A 2.27 1.928 1,056 19,678 40 1
Rule C 7.31 2.827 982 11,709 31 9

IP depth first IIR 0.79 1.847 854 16,654 38 5
Rule A 2.27 1.928 1,056 19,678 40 1
Rule C 7.31 2.827 982 11,709 31 9

FSQP 5.54 0.000 31 13
Baron 0.43 0.067 45 0
Conopt 14.54 0.000 35 9
LGO 1.90 0.079 40 8
Minos 14.66 0.000 35 9
Snopt 16.36 0.000 34 9

The following abbreviations were used: DfO, average deviation from optimum; STU, average CPU time
needed in STU; NoS, average number of stages; NoL, average number of FSQP calls; NoF, average number
of objective function calls; NoB, number of best solutions; NoU, number of unsolved problems
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Table 7 Summary of results obtained on 5 trigonometric COP benchmarks

Method DfO STU NoS NoL NoF NoB NoU

IP adaptive, no penalty IIR 0.02 0.185 4.00 1, 233 27, 610 4 0
Rule A 0.03 0.286 3.60 1, 476 27, 718 4 0
Rule C 0.00 0.295 3.40 2, 126 27, 684 4 1

IP adaptive, penalty IIR 0.02 0.251 5.40 1, 214 933 4 0
Rule A 0.03 0.269 3.80 1, 330 27, 718 4 0
Rule C 0.00 0.284 3.60 1, 818 27, 684 4 1

IP best first, no penalty IIR 0.05 1.739 880 22, 458 4 0
Rule A 0.03 1.781 800 14, 044 4 0
Rule C 0.00 1.311 876 13, 490 4 1

IP best first, penalty IIR 0.11 1.711 863 21, 506 4 0
Rule A 0.04 1.708 951 16, 173 4 0
Rule C 0.00 2.268 919 10, 337 4 1

IP depth first IIR 0.16 0.041 387 27, 627 4 0
Rule A 0.10 0.032 401 27, 682 4 0
Rule C 0.00 0.128 1, 322 27, 718 4 1

FSQP 1.17 0.000 2 1
Conopt 40.78 0.000 1 0
LGO 2.23 0.003 1 1
Minos 104.14 0.000 0 0
Snopt 38.08 0.000 1 0
The following abbreviations were used: DfO, average deviation from optimum; STU, average CPU time
needed in STU; NoS, average number of stages; NoL, average number of FSQP calls; NoF, average number
of objective function calls; NoB, number of best solutions; NoU, number of unsolved problems

A—best-first—no penalty combinations. However, in terms of the number of best solutions
obtained, and the CPU time, IIR—adaptive—no penalty is better than its competitors.

An advantage of the adaptive tree management scheme is that it reduces CPU times due to
relieved memory requirements and reduced computation times due to a less number of box
sorting operations as compared to the best-first approach. Furthermore, it is effective in send-
ing the correct boxes (intervals that contain feasible solutions) to FSQP that converges to fea-
sible solutions in a less number of iterations as compared to other tree management schemes.
As expected, the best-first approach is the slowest one among all three tree management
schemes (due to maintaining lengthy sorted box lists) and the fastest one is the depth-first.

However, the fastest approach is significantly inferior in solution quality in terms of
unsolved problems, number of best solutions found and average absolute deviation from the
optimum. For the depth-first approach, the performance of Rule C and IIR are not signifi-
cantly different and that of Rule A is quite inferior. A final observation is that the no penalty
box ranking method is generally better than the penalty one in both best-first and adaptive
tree management approaches with respect to the sum of all three partitioning rules’ average
deviations from the global optimum.

When we compare IP solvers to others, we can observe that the two complete solvers
BARON and LGO are best performing. The performance of BARON is better than the
best IP configuration (IIR/adaptive/no penalty) both in terms of average deviation from the
optimum and CPU time. LGO’s performance is somewhat inferior to that of BARON in non-
trigonometric problems. The third best non-IP solver, the stand-alone FSQP, is much worse
than LGO. The difference in performance between FSQP and the best IP configuration that
uses FSQP as a local solver illustrates the strength of it called by a complete solver.

In the results of the trigonometric problems provided in Table 7 show that the relative
performance of different IP configurations is quite similar to our findings in Table 6. The
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zero deviation of Rule C is due to its incapability of solving one problem whereas the other
two rules converge in all test instances. Hence, the given average deviations of other rules are
due to a single problem. Solvers other than IP are significantly inferior on these test problems
as compared to any IP configuration and they do not provide the best solution in more than
2 problems out of five.
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